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Introduction

What is financial literacy?
The importance of financial literacy
Improving financial literacy



Suppose you have some money. Is it safer
to put your money into one business or
investment, or to put your money into
multiple businesses or investments?

Suppose over the next 10 years the prices
of the things you buy double. If your
income also doubles, will you be able to
buy less than you can buy today, the same
as you can buy today, or more than you
can buy today?

Suppose you need to borrow 100 US
dollars. Which is the lower amount to pay
back: 105 US dollars or 100 US dollars plus
three percent?

Suppose you put money in the bank for
two years and the bank agrees to add 15
percent per year to your account. Will the
bank add more money to your account the
second year than it did the first year, or will
it add the same amount of money both
years? 
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Problem

people are financially literate



Problem

How do visualisations lead to
improved financial behaviour?

Highly competitive funeral insurance
market
Target market: low LSM

Low levels of financial literacy
Poor trust in financial institutions





Gather data on usability and
perception of comics for
financial services

 

Analyse this data to provide
evidence of a successful proof
of concept

 

Objectives



Commercial proof of concept Academic controlled laboratory
experiment

Main insured / premium payer
Relationships & extended family
Benefit start date
Waiting periods
Collections
Lapse & non-payment

Address insurer's top 10 pain points in their funeral
policy document Commerce and Humanities students

Pre-test demographic survey
Risk-preference elicitation game
Post-experimental usability questionnaire

Randomised control trial

Project Scope



https://designrr.page?id=152408&token=1048378608&type=FP&h=8780
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Methodology
Quantitative Method

Qualitative Method

Controlled laboratory experiment with
risk elicitation game
Probit model to reveal how the
probability of buying the product varies
with demographics and risk preference

Qualitative post-experimental survey to
test usability and perception



Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

  

Implementation

Recruitment, sampling &
randomisation
Pre-intervention
demographic survey

Controlled laboratory
experiment (virtual)
Lotteries risk ellicitation
game

Post-intervention
usability survey



Results



Results



Results



Conclusion

Quantitative results showed that comics lead to an improved uptake in the
insurance product
Women are more risk averse than men
Comics are better perceived than text
Comics improve behaviour, understanding and enjoyment in the sales process



Comics in application

 

Employment contracts

Informed consents

Medical adherence

Grant agreements

School contracts

South Africa, Cote d'Ivoire, Brazil, United Kingdom,
Thailand, Tunisia, Australia etc
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